Speech of Personal Experience

**Purpose:** To help us get to know you better so we can plan and present speeches of interest to the members of this particular class.

**Type of Speech:** To inform, persuade, or simply to entertain

*(Post Draft of Complete Sentence Outline in DISCUSSION BOARD on Moodle)*

**Time:** 3-4 minutes

**Possible Topics:** Family, Places, People, Current Events, Unusual Hobbies, Classes, Sports, School, College, Community, Politics, Organizations, Music, Volunteering, Unusual Trip, Moving, Embarrassing Experience


**Outline:** Prepare a formal complete sentence outline using SPEECH BUILDER on textbook website to create outline using I, II; A,B; 1,2; a,b., etc. Post in ASSIGNMENTS on Moodle by 11:59 p.m. the evening before you give your speech in class. (50%)

**Delivery using Speaker Notes:** Your choice, but please do not read aloud an essay. (30%)

**In-class Peer Response to Classmates’ Speeches:** (10%)

**Reflection:** Complete the Speech Reflection form and post in ASSIGNMENTS on Moodle by 11:59 p.m., the day of your speech. (10%)

**Grade:** 40 points - if all components are turned in on due date and time.